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Where Faith Meets Culture
Produced by Faith
STRAIGHT FROM HOLLYWOOD comes a dynamic business model for building a
thriving career without compromising your faith. DeVon Franklin, vice president of
production for Columbia Pictures, shares how being bold about his Christian faith
while being driven and ambitious has actually helped him to excel in a high-profile,
fast-paced, competitive industry. You are the movie. Produced by Faith parallels
each step of the Hollywood filmmaking process with the faith-making process God
uses to turn your career into a success. You will discover that it is possible to be
both wildly successful and completely committed to God—and that you will be
even more successful when you place your faith at the center of your career. You
can unleash the power of your faith as your greatest professional advantage and
use the compass of God’s Word to guide you to your true passion and purpose in
life. In this informative, inspiring book, DeVon reveals the secrets to maintaining
your faith while advancing in your career. Here he shows you: • How to discover
The Big Idea for your life • How to take your career to the next level • How to
recognize the signs God sends you that indicate when it’s time to move in a new
direction • How to stand firm on your Christian principles without compromise •
How to work with people who don’t understand your beliefs • How to choose a
profession, industry, or company that is in tune with your purpose DeVon says, “I
know from my own experiences that if you will put your career in God’s hands and
trust him, you can’t account for all the ways he will bless you. When you step out
in faith, he will open doors and bring you opportunities that will surpass even your
wildest expectations. . . . If I have learned anything, it’s this: to get where you want
to go, you first have to become the person God wants you to be.”

A Canvas of Stars
When Chelsea starts working for a stubborn cowboy, what seems like a dead end
might really be a new beginning. A horrific accident changed everything for Parker
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Wilson. The beautiful new employee his mom hires is the last thing he needs and
he'll do whatever it takes to make the girl quit and regain the peace and quiet he
prefers. Nothing short of desperation would force Chelsea Blake to work on a local
cattle ranch. She may not be cut out for ranch life, but her determination to
succeed is stronger than her handsome employer’s efforts at forcing her to leave.
Unprepared to discover all they have in common, if they set aside their initial
dislike, they might find joy beyond measure. ~*~ Love's Compass: Six books, two
families, one unforgettable series. Finding Joy is book five in the complete Love's
Compass series. While each story stands on its own, you'll receive updates about
the lives of previous characters as the series progresses. Finding Peace (Book 1):
Tuck is determined to keep Laurie safe, even if it means risking his own heart in
the process. Finding Hope (Book 2): For years, Lance avoided telling Lexi how he
felt. He's not about to waste another minute… Finding Courage (Book 3): With their
marriage failing, it takes courage to ask for a second chance…and even more to
extend one. Finding Faith (Book 4): The more time they spend together, the harder
it is to imagine a future apart. Finding Joy (Book 5): When Chelsea starts working
for a stubborn cowboy, what seems like a dead end might really be a new
beginning. Finding Grace (Book 6): Beth was determined to remain single…until
Tyler and his daughter remind her of the family she used to dream of.

Losing Your Faith, Finding Your Soul
"Noah benShea . . . has with wit, wisdom, compassion and humor, helped so many
of us to find our way. He is like a Zen Mark Twain." —Larry King "The insights in
Noah benShea's work will benefit and transform all those who read it." —Deepak
Chopra "Noah benShea has elevated the human spirit to great heights with his
wisdom." —Howard Schultz, Chairman of Starbucks Coffee Company Find Your Way
to Peace, Purpose and Passion One of America's most respected and beloved
public philosophers, bestselling author Noah benShea is changing lives with a
matrix for modern living based on an ancient yet timeless tool. Inspired by the
traditional compass's ability to help people find their way home and discover new
destinations, benShea designed a compass for living using Humility, Honesty, Love
and Faith as the guiding points, so anyone can keep from getting lost no matter
what challenges you face. If you're feeling lost in love, or in the past, or in the
frustrations of day-to-day living, or you want to move from emotional pain to
peace, The Compass for Healing will—with unfailing clarity—ground you, guide you
and give you the confidence to move forward. With the compass points as a guide
you will: No longer feel emotionally or spiritually lost Solidify and empower your
life's purpose and passion End self-doubt, self-blame and the past's hold on your
future Write a new destiny and find the faith to reach long-held goals

Geraldina & the Compass Rose
"There's a time when the operation of the Machine becomes so odious, makes you
so sick at heart, that you can't take part, you can't even passively take part." So
said Mario Savio in 1964; so say millions of the disenfranchised now. As the
apparatus of elite institutions grinds on, pushing society to the brink, protesters
across the world are putting their bodies upon its gears and its wheels, to open up
space for freedom and creativity unconstrained by institutional strictures. It's time
we all followed their lead. In a series of freewheeling reflections and summaries of
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historical scholarship, this book reinterprets history and culture along anarchist
lines. From a rationalistic and Marxian point of view it illuminates capitalism,
economics, U.S. history, popular culture, gender relations, and human psychology,
even the nature of the fascinating concepts "genius" and "greatness." Its agenda is
that of the seventeenth-century Levellers: deflate the pomposities of elite
authority, and bring the world down to the level of democratic reason. In the
process, one hopes, we will find our way out of the crisis of the present and into a
more just civilization in the future.

A Compass for Healing
F.A.I.T.H. - Finding Answers in the Heart
One woman's story of refusing to lose faith or settle for the wrong kind of loveand
what a secret sorrow taught her. Geraldine Brown Giomblanco's unusually strong
intuition is propelling her up the ranks in fashion, retail, and marketing, and she's
matching up girlfriends one by one with the guys they will marry. She's smart,
attractive, loving, and grounded. So, why is she still single? In this dazzling
memoir, Brown Giomblanco brings to life the devotion to God she learns from her
beloved grandma Rosaria and lessons she gains from a gigolo, a psychic, guardian
angels and saints, a US president, and a string of unsuitable boyfriends. From the
Garment District to Venice to a yacht off sun-splashed Montauk, she hangs on to
hope as she searches for her own Mr. Right. Then, the incredible happens, and it
utterly changes her life. Can spirits of the departed really speak to us on Earth?
Geraldina and the Compass Rose is an uplifting and empowering story about faith
and maintaining hope, because prayers do get answered and miraculous things do
happen to ordinary people.

Finding Quiet
Everyone said eloping was a bad idea… Tom and Abby Sinclair are ready to
divorce. First, they have to survive a cruise with the extended family. Acting like
they are happily married isn’t easy, especially when pretending to be in love
makes them face their true feelings for each other. ** Don't Kiss Me Goodbye
debuted in the USA Today bestselling Sweet Kisses box set. Several scenes have
been added or updated. **

Love's Compass Series Boxed Set: Books 4-6
Losing Your Faith, Finding Your Soul is for those of us who have come to the end of
traditional beliefs and wonder if we have reached the end of faith as well. It is for
the day when assumptions about God and the religious teachings we trusted in the
past no longer apply to life. When your old beliefs die, is it possible to hold onto
faith? David Robert Anderson answers this question with a resounding yes. With
Anderson as friend and guide, we discover that what once seemed an ending is
actually a promising beginning—an invitation into a more authentic, and very
different, spiritual experience.
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The Pilgrim's Compass
In May 2004 prominent philosopher, author, and professor J. P. Moreland awoke in
the middle of the night to a severe panic attack. Though often anxious by
temperament and upbringing, Moreland had never experienced such an incident
before. Thus began an extended battle with debilitating anxiety and depression.
More than a decade later, Moreland continues to manage mental illness. Yet along
the way he's moved from shame and despair to vulnerability and hope. In Finding
Quiet Moreland comes alongside fellow sufferers with encouragement and
practical, hard-won advice. According to the Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services Administration, nearly 20 percent of Americans suffer from mental illness,
and people in the pews are not immune. Moreland explores the spiritual and
physical aspects of mental illness, pointing readers toward sound sources of
information, treatment, and recovery. Bracing and honest, Finding Quiet will
validate the experiences of believers with mental illness, remind them they are not
alone, and provide reassurance that they can not only survive but thrive again.

Romancing the Divine
Building Up the Church: Live Experiments in Faith, Hope, and Love, the companion
volume to Jonathan Wilson-Hartgrove's book, New Monasticism: What It Has to Say
to Today's Church (2008), is a practical study guide to invite the church to imagine
that "another ways is possible" as it lives into its identity as "God's peculiar people"
(Titus 2:14). Its stories, reflection questions, and suggested exercises are designed
to catalyze local churches and Christian communities into becoming "laboratories
for the gospel kingdom"--that is, communities that serve the living God and their
neighbors by carrying out experiments in faith, hope, and love.

The Teachers' Commentary on the Gospel According to St.
Matthew
There have been times when you’ve felt that if there isn’t a God, there ought to be.
Swept up in the mystery of the night sky, you’ve felt the closeness of its designer.
Nature’s extravagant diversity, unfolding in living color, has made you long to
know the artist who dreamed it all up. Imagine what that might be like—to actually
know God in a way that fills your heart and whispers tremendous value and
purpose to something deep within you.But how can you experience a being you’re
not even sure exists? Religious jargon and games can’t satisfy such a longing. It’s
got to be real or nothing at all.A Search for What Is Real helps you sort through the
questions, objections, and concerns that arise when you consider God not as some
theological abstraction, but as someone you can actually connect with and want to
connect with, perhaps more than you know.FINDING FAITHThe Finding Faith books
A Search for What Makes Sense and A Search for What Is Real don’t try to tell you
what to believe; they are guides in learning how to believe. If you think the
spiritual journey requires turning your back on honesty and intellectual integrity,
these two companion volumes will speak to both your mind and your soul.

Faith, Hope, Joy and Mercy;
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Police Officer Tuck Chandler is good at his job. He's also good at holding women at
arm's length. Jilted by his fiancée for his dedication to his job, he's not about to
open himself up to hurt like that again. Laurie Blake is a struggling photographer.
After growing up in a wealthy family, she's determined to make it on her own, even
if it means doing it the hard way. When Tuck is assigned to a puzzling burglary
involving Laurie's fledgling photography business, he goes into it with his usual
perseverance. He wants to help her - if she'll let him. As the case unfolds and the
mystery deepens, another question arises. Will the past get in the way of their
future?

It's Really All About God
Single mom Serenity Chandler is determined to do anything to provide better
opportunities for her son, Gideon. Moving away from her family support system so
Gideon can attend a special school seems like the right choice, even if it means her
entire life is about to change. The satisfaction of helping children and being a part
of their lives is one reason Aaron Randall loves his job as a music therapist. When
Hope Academy instills a dating policy, he doesn't give it a second thought. Until
the new coworker who'd caught his attention turns out to be the parent of one of
his students. Any relationship between them will put his job at risk. The more time
Aaron spends with Serenity and Gideon, the harder it is to ignore what they could
have together. With Aaron's job and Gideon's education hanging in the balance,
they'll have to rely on faith to find their way.

Finding Hope and Faith in the Face of Death
Leaving your childhood faith can be a harrowing journey that brings freedom, but
also pain. This short book of poetry tells the story of a young woman who realized
she was bisexual, and began to question all she knew. Told in four chapters, using
the language of myth and fantastical metaphor, it paints an intimate picture of her
evolution from innocence and suppression, to horror and liberation, to trauma and
loneliness, and finally, to healing and purpose. For anyone who has felt the pang of
doubt, or has found themselves in the dark, this poetry is for you, with love.

Finding Faith
Finding Faith
Seventeen-year-old Faith shepherds her neglectful, drug-addicted mother through
her pregnancy and then kidnaps the baby, taking on the responsibility of being her
baby sister's parent while hiding from the authorities.

Her Name Is Kaur
As we make our way into the twenty-first century, many Christians are looking for
an expression of discipleship that speaks meaningfully to our time, a faith yearning
that is at once personally intimate and relevant and that grows out of and nurtures
authentic Christian community. The Pilgrim's Compass shepherds readers through
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a metaphorical pilgrimage to consider one's life a journey for faith formation. Using
this book as a guide to help Christians consider their journey as they walk through
the four stages of intentional faithfulness, disciples will encounter God, wrestle
with God, be wounded as will God, and be reborn as a new person with a new
name. The Pilgrim's Compass encourages individuals to embrace the ancient
practice of pilgrimage both as metaphor for the daily walk of discipleship and as an
intentional journey of faith, which uses prayerful travel to assist an inner
transformation.

Wrestling with God
This boxed set includes three full-length novels. Finding Faith, Finding Joy, and
Finding Grace are the final three novels in the Love's Compass series. ~*~ Finding
Faith (Book Four): The more time they spend together, the harder it is to imagine a
future apart. Single mom Serenity Chandler is determined to do anything to
provide better opportunities for her son, Gideon. Moving away from her family
support system so Gideon can attend a special school seems like the right choice,
even if it means her entire life is about to change. The satisfaction of helping
children and being a part of their lives is one reason Aaron Randall loves his job as
a music therapist. When Hope Academy instills a dating policy, he doesn't give it a
second thought. Until the new coworker who'd caught his attention turns out to be
the parent of one of his students. A love they never expected is just out of reach.
With Aaron's job and Gideon's education hanging in the balance, they'll have to
rely on faith to find their way. ~*~ Finding Joy (Book Five): When Chelsea starts
working for a stubborn cowboy, what seems like a dead end might really be a new
beginning. A horrific accident changed everything for Parker Wilson. The beautiful
new employee his mom hires is the last thing he needs and he'll do whatever it
takes to make the girl quit and regain the peace and quiet he prefers. Nothing
short of desperation would force Chelsea Blake to work on a local cattle ranch. She
may not be cut out for ranch life, but her determination to succeed is stronger than
her handsome employer’s efforts at forcing her to leave. Unprepared to discover all
they have in common, if they set aside their initial dislike, they might find joy
beyond measure. ~*~ Finding Grace (Book Six): Beth was determined to remain
single…until Tyler and his daughter remind her of the family she used to dream of.
Single dad Tyler Martin can't be more grateful to the woman who finds his missing
daughter. Even though he feels a spark between them, falling in love is a risk he
shouldn't take. Too bad chance encounters and his stubborn heart keep trying to
convince him otherwise. After escaping a nightmarish relationship, Beth Davenport
is content with her safe and blessedly normal life. Yet something about Tyler and
his adorable daughter makes her wish for more. With the walls around her heart
finally starting to crumble, she's afraid of a future she can't predict. Can they let go
of their fear and trust God to lead them to the love they desperately need?

Finding Joy
Set in the high-pressure world of a Chicago TV newsroom, award-winning author
Denise Hunter brings to life a heartwarming story of love and pain, desperate
choices with dire consequences, and honesty and redemption. One woman
sacrificing everything for her career. A young girl’s longing for acceptance. And the
road to forgiveness… Paula Landin-Cohen, an investigative reporter, feels like a
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fish out of water in the small town of Jackson Hole, Wyoming. Then she’s offered
her dream job, as a TV reporter in Chicago. There is so much to gain and so much
to lose…including the only man she’s ever loved. Linn Caldwell has made a lot of
mistakes—bad mistakes. She can never forgive herself for all the pain she’s caused
others. How can she dare to get close to anyone again? What will happen if Paula
and Linn’s secrets are revealed? Will the men they love ever be able to forgive
them? Finding Faith is the third novel in the New Heights series, after Mending
Places and Saving Grace.

Don't Kiss Me Goodbye
Where Faith Meets Culture is a Radix magazine anthology. What does Radix usually
contain? Interviews and features. Reviews of significant books, films, and CDs.
Informed opinions in "The Last Word." Eye-catching graphics. Mind-stretching
prose. Image-rich poetry. Radix assumes that Christians live in the real world and
takes lay Christians seriously. As one subscriber wrote: "Radix is a more worldly
magazine than one would expect from its deep commitment to Christ." Radix
monitors the cultural landscape, questions assumptions, and introduces new
voices, remaining deeply rooted in Christ. Sociologist Robert Bellah wrote in a
Radix article: "Though social scientists say a lot about the self, they have nothing
to say about the soul and as a result the modern view finds the world intrinsically
meaningless." Radix continues to talk about meaning and hope in a culture that
has lost its way. The articles in this volume reflect the magazine's wide-ranging
interests: literature, art, music, theology, psychology, technology, discipleship, and
spiritual formation. They're written by some of the outstanding authors whose work
has graced our pages over the years: Peggy Alter, Kurt Armstrong, Robert Bellah,
Bob Buford, Krista Faries, David Fetcho, Susan Fetcho, Sharon Gallagher, David W.
Gill, Joel B. Green, Os Guinness, Virginia Hearn, Walter Hearn, Donald Heinz,
Margaret Horwitz, Mark Labberton, Henri Nouwen, Earl Palmer, Susan Phillips, Dan
Ouellette, Steve Scott, and Luci Shaw.

Finding Courage
With their marriage failing, it takes courage to ask for a second chanceand even
more to extend one.For Duke and Avalon McNeil, it was love at first sight. Married
within months of meeting, their feet hardly touched the ground until the reality of
their haste hit home with startling clarity.Duke's heart shattered when Avalon
vanished for nearly three weeks, fleeing their arguments and misunderstandings.
Now she's back. He's happy she's home and safe, but he isn't ready to risk
everything again when their bond was so easily broken.Avalon's relieved to be
home. She's desperate to make peace between them, but returns with a secret.
She can't reveal anything to Duke until she proves to him she came back to restore
their relationship.As outside pressure continues to threaten Duke and Avalon's
fragile foundation, they must find the strength to prove to each other their
marriage is worth fighting for. * Love's Compass: Six books, two families, one
unforgettable series.Finding Courage is book three in the complete Love's Compass
series. While each story stands on its own, you'll receive updates about the lives of
previous characters as the series progresses.Finding Peace (Book 1): Tuck is
determined to keep Laurie safe, even if it means risking his own heart in the
process.Finding Hope (Book 2): For years, Lance avoided telling Lexi how he felt.
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He's not about to waste another minuteFinding Courage (Book 3): With their
marriage failing, it takes courage to ask for a second chanceand even more to
extend one.Finding Faith (Book 4): The more time they spend together, the harder
it is to imagine a future apart.Finding Joy (Book 5): When Chelsea starts working for
a stubborn cowboy, what seems like a dead end might really be a new
beginning.Finding Grace (Book 6): Beth was determined to remain singleuntil Tyler
and his daughter remind her of the family she used to dre

Finding Grace
This book is about giving people hope and faith, comfort and inspiration when a
death occurs. It is based on my experiences throughout my forty-year career as a
rabbi in helping my congregants deal with the emotions and thoughts that occur
when a loved one dies. I have grown to understand, and have taught about, the
importance of community when we are mourners, and of the absolute emotional
and spiritual power of prayer. The book includes lessons that I have learned
personally and professionally, lessons that are relevant to the very real issues
brought on by sorrow and regret. My messages not only educate those who read
them but also convey a sense of faith and hope that can positively affect our
transition from mourning to living our lives. And, they are valid for Jews and nonJews alike--those who attend services, and those who don't.

Finding Hope
Faith, Hope, Joy and Mercy is a book of poems and prayers about my life. I share
my understanding of the world around me in these pages. I wrote these songs and
words to give myself hope and recognize the good in everything, even when things
weren't looking so good. I hope you take the time to read and connect with the
message in this book and that it makes you feel good too. Thanks for reading.

The Banner of Holiness
In this era of "life makeovers," personal coaches, and success-oriented mission
statements, many people are working hard to get it together. They're looking for a
good life, which at its core includes wanting their time to count for something, to
be meaningful and mindful. But as Christine and Tom Sine point out, "more and
more people are missing the best and settling for less." Living on Purpose presents
a true life-changing strategy--one rooted in God's greater purposes for our lives,
not merely our own desires for success. The book has a laser-focus on God's
mission and vocation for each of his children, and it shows how staying on his
course will lead to the very richest and most fulfilling life. Questions for reflection
and discussion make Living on Purpose ideal for group use. The Sines help readers
make the connection between their everyday pursuits and goals and God's will for
their lives. They show how to draft a personal or family mission statement to
reinvent "timestyle" and lifestyle, using relevant examples from the Bible and
other writings. Packed with inspiring stories and practical how-to, Living on Purpose
leads readers to a more relaxed, festive, and meaningful life that truly counts--for
today and eternity.
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Faith Beyond Church Walls: Finding Freedom In Christ
Step Into Wonder Has your breath ever caught at the sight of a sunset? Have you
ever stopped in your tracks to listen to a birdsong? When was the last time you
stood in awe of the world around you? If it’s been so long you can’t remember,
living life at a sprint might be leaving you nature blind. If you’re feeling stressed,
disconnected from God, and disenchanted with life, this book will help you find
solace for your scattered soul. Through storytelling, practical application, and
reflective questions, Laurie Kehler invites you on a journey of discovery to…
escape the crazy and reset your spiritual compass to explore pathways of peace
seek connections with nature and others—starting in your own backyard recognize
God’s work in creation and in your life as you live in expectation of his promises
Are you ready to set out on a new kind of adventure? Consider this your trail guide
for uncovering God’s signposts in the world and revealing his fingerprints on your
life.

Finding Our Compass
Finding Hope is the second book in the Love's Compass series. This is a sweet,
Christian romance novel. Cancer. That one word has rocked Lexi Chandler's life to
the core. Her focus has always been to help others. She loves being a nurse and
enjoys spending time with her family. Things had been going according to plan.
Now she's struggling to pick up the pieces and make sense of the changes in her
life. Lance Davenport has cared for Lexi since they were kids. Between their age
difference and bad timing, he's turned burying his feelings into an art. Now,
watching Lexi battle with cancer has made him realize just how much he's missed.
He doesn't know what their future holds, but he's determined to not waste another
minute. The people closest to Lexi pull together as she tries to navigate her way
down a path none of them ever dreamed she'd have to travel.

This Outside Life
Dan Montgomery invites you to step through the first page of the book and walk
with him to the top of a mountain peak. There you talk heart to heart while sharing
your favorite drink. This imaginary journey begins a dialogue about the difficulties
of being human and how faith in God infuses your life with guidance and
companionship. Theologian Gabriel Fackre writes: "Christian teaching about the
Trinity becomes up close and personal in this engaging work by a wise counselor.
Here is enriching daily guidance from compass therapy for our pilgrimage with the
triune God." GUIDEPOSTS Roving Editor Elizabeth Sherrill writes, â€œIâ€™ve
waited a long time for a book like this! Like a caring counselor in private session,
Dan Montgomery writes to anyone who thinks being a Christian means conforming
to someone elseâ€™s pattern. To anyone who believes his current situation is
hopeless. To anyone seeking a more intimate walk with Father, Son and Holy
Spirit.â€

Spiritual Life Map
Examines four major aspects of the human personality, love, assertion, weakness,
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and strength, answers questions about personal growth, and explains how the Holy
Spirit works in individuals

Leap of Faith
Are you a new Christian and not sure what to do next? Or are you a Christian from
way back who lost a taste for it? Are you a Christian who needs community? Or do
you simply feel alone? Spiritual Life Map: Finding the Compass(c) serves as a
practical guide to a better way of life based on how Jesus lived in relationship with
others. It shows how to create practices, relationships and communities that apply
the ways of Jesus in today's world. It focuses first on our relationship with God as
the central, or vertical, axis. It then adds the layers of relationships that we have
with close friends, community and others as our horizontal axis. It is a map for:
Increasing intimacy in our most central relationship (God). Designing relationships
that enhance our journey. Discipling others in our extended community. It is a
reorientation from being "me" focused to being "kingdom" focused with Jesus as
the compass. Let the Compass be your guide.

Living on Purpose
Michael Henry Dunn's spiritual journey began with heartbreak and a call to
monastic life. But a deep conviction that one can be in love with the Divine passionately, romantically in love - and still find sweet and fulfilling human love as
well, led him to seek and find intimacy with the ultimate Soul Mate. Romancing the
Divine is Dunn's deeply moving, intensely personal account of a love affair with the
Source of Life: the Goddess who is also God. With honesty and humor, Dunn
reveals the personal crisis that led to his spiritual awakening, his experiences
meditating and chanting in the company of saints and illuminated souls, and the
paths and techniques you can use to share in his love. What Dunn experienced
(and continues to experience) transcends any one religion. He found commonality
in his divine love with Indian yogis and Western nuns and discovered inspiration
from Christian monastics and the chants of the kirtan yogic tradition. His is an
unabashedly romantic love story centered on the Divine Feminine and filled with
joy, passion, and a spiritualized and purified erotic energy. To love the Divine is to
discover a lover who, according to Dunn, is "seductive beyond thought of
competition." It's a love we all deserve.

Finding List of Books and Periodicals in the Branch Libraries
Ancient civilizations believed that the heart was the source of our creative powers
and intuition. The authors of this book share the stories that helped them triumph
and follow their dreams. These "ordinary" women serve as extraordinary examples
of what is possible for us all. All it takes is F.A.I.T.H. - Finding Answers in the Heart.

Get Lost
Building Up the Church
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A fresh exploration of a redeeming, dynamic, and radically different way to hold
one's religion Samir Selmanovic—who grew up a in a culturally Muslim family in
Croatia, converted to Christianity as a soldier in the then-Yugoslavian army, and
went on to become a Christian pastor in Manhattan and in Southern
California—looks at how our ongoing and sometimes violent power struggles over
who owns God and what God wants for the world and its peoples are not serving
God, humanity, or our planet. Shows how our religions have become self-serving,
God-management systems, however Selmanovic contends—change is possible
Offers a path for people of all faiths and traditions for living together on our fragile
earth Karen Armstrong said that the book is "asking the right questions at the right
time" This is a personal story and a moving exploration of a new way of treasuring
one's own religion while discovering God, goodness, and grace in others and in
their traditions.

The Westminster Review
The Teachers' Commentary on the Acts of the Apostles
Single dad Tyler Martin can't be more grateful to the woman who finds his missing
daughter. Even though he feels a spark between them, falling in love is a risk he
shouldn't take. Too bad chance encounters and his stubborn heart keep trying to
convince him otherwise. After escaping a nightmarish relationship, Beth Davenport
is content with her safe and blessedly normal life. Yet something about Tyler and
his adorable daughter makes her wish for more. With the walls around her heart
finally starting to crumble, she's afraid of a future she can't predict. Can they let go
of their fear and trust God to lead them to the love they desperately need?

God in Your Personality
Have you ever ditched a friend for a guy? Filled your journal with more thoughts
about guys than God? Found yourself jealous because that other girl gets all the
dates? Maybe it’s time to get lost—in God. Discover how to get so lost in God that
a guy has to seek Him to find you. Dannah Gresh traces God’s language of love
through Scripture to help you pursue your heart’s deepest desires and seek love
the way God designed it to be. Because once you identify your true longings and
let God answer them, you’ll know just how to respond when romantic love comes
along. With a guided ten-day Love Feast Challenge, Get Lost will help you see for
yourself how getting lost in God opens the door to lifelong fulfillment.

Finding Faith---A Search for What Is Real
Sikh American women do the lion’s share of organizing and executing the business
of the Sikh community, and they straddle multiple lives and worlds—cross-cultural,
interreligious, intergenerational, occupational, and domestic—yet their experiences
of faith, family, and community are virtually invisible in the North American milieu
and have yet to be understood, documented, or shared. Until now. In Her Name is
Kaur, Sikh American women explore the concept of love from many angles,
offering rich, critical insight into the lives of Sikh women in America. Through a
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chorus of multi-generational voices—in essays ranging in tone from dramatic to
humorous—they share stories of growing into and experiencing self-love, spiritual
love, love within family, romantic love, the love they nurture for humanity and the
world through their professional work, and more. Eye-opening and multifaceted,
this collection of stories encourages its readers to take the feeling of love and turn
it into action—practical action that will make the world a better place to be for
everyone, regardless of their faith or creed.

More Lost Than Found
“I vaguely remember finding Jesus when I was a child, but I vividly recall losing
him.” Jared Herd grew up the son of a preacher, baptized in religion before he was
ever baptized in church. As a child, his parents went through a painful and public
divorce, and Jesus became a distant memory, like an artifact of childhood that gets
put away and forgotten. Eventually Jared broke a promise he made to himself and
walked back into church. He realized the problem wasn’t God—it was how he had
been told to think about God. Like Jared, teenagers and young adults are leaving
the church in astonishing numbers. Something is obviously wrong. Is the problem
Jesus? Or is the problem how we have been told to think about Jesus? Perhaps
you’ve always wondered how music, movies, friends, or anything on the outside of
Christianity could relate to your life inside of it. Perhaps something in your life
keeps you from believing you would ever fit in as a believer. Maybe you were
always told what to become, but no one tried to understand how you became who
you are. In More Lost Than Found, Jared Herd comes alongside anyone who has
ever struggled with faith to reengage them in the truth they long to hear. If you
have ever felt you didn’t fit at church or had questions about God, maybe it’s time
to give your faith another chance. God wants to find you where you are.
Endorsements: In More Lost Than Found Jared Herd writes with both honesty and
hope as he shares his journey and welcomes us all to re-examine true faith in the
midst of a fragmented culture. Like he speaks, Jared crafts More Lost Than Found
with humor and grace as he seeks to repair pathways once broken and ushers a
new generation into the wonder and mystery of the Gospel. ?Louie Giglio, The
Passion Movement, Passion City Church Jared Herd is a powerful and free spirit,
ruled by truth and grace. He is a voice that comes to us every so often, reminding
our mind and soul which direction to amicably go—closer to God. Not only am I
grateful to have his writings, I am even more astounded to have him as a friend.
Let us all find what we seek. ?Matt Schulze, actor, leading roles in Fast and Furious,
The Transporter, and many more Jared Herd belies our usual assumption that to be
“wise” one must be “old.” Here is a young guy who teems with shrewd
discernment. He is a vigorous boundary-crosser, moving readily back and forth
between old and new, secular and sacred, “pop” and serious, innovation and
tradition. In the midst of it, he senses a purpose other than his own and a calling
out beyond self. Readers are invited to such boundary-crossing toward a future
where faith matters enormously. ?Walter Brueggemann- world renowned
theologian, Columbia Theological Seminary In More Lost than Found, Jared Herd
presents us the Christian faith in a way that is engaging, intellectual, and
disarming. He moves between popular culture and his own biblical convictions with
a humble and honest voice, while pulling his audience back to a God they've grown
weary of. As someone who has worked for over 50 years in the entertainment
industry, I can tell you how rare it is to find someone who can speak to the next
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generation. Jared Herd is one of those voices. I'm grateful for his work and his
friendship. ?Michael Jay Solomon, founder, Solomon Entertainment, former
president of Warner Bros International Television

Finding Peace
The bestselling author of The Holy Longing provides an inspiring message of hope
and perseverance for all of us struggling with our faith in tumultuous times The last
few decades have rapidly birthed a modern world that would have been
unrecognizable fifty years ago. As long-held beliefs on love, faith, and God are
challenged by the aggregate of changes that have overhauled our world, many of
us are left feeling confused and uncertain while old norms are challenged and
redefined at breakneck speed. In Wrestling with God, Ronald Rolheiser offers a
steady and inspiring voice to help us avow and understand our faith in a world
where nothing seems solid or permanent. Drawing from his own life experience, as
well as a storehouse of literary, psychological, and theological insights, the beloved
author of Sacred Fire examines the fears and doubts that challenge us. It is in
these struggles to find meaning, that Rolheiser lays out a path for faith in a world
struggling to find faith, but perhaps more important, he helps us find our own
rhythm within which to walk that path.
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